
Introduction
As technology advances, so does the need for 

better, cheaper, and more suitable building blocks 

for that technology. With clean energy, such as 

solar, exploding through the economy with solar 

fields appearing rapidly, the industry is begging 

for advancements to increase efficiency. There is a 

high demand for cheap, rapidly produced, highly 

pure silver powders for application in the solar 

industry. A continuous process for the production 

of silver nanospheres was also achieved, using 

relatively small amounts of organic material in the 

form of surfactants and dispersants.

An adaptation of a current process for the 

production of submicron copper was adapted to 

produce silver particles with the desired 

morphology 

Materials and methods
At first, lab scale experiments were conducted 

with glassware in a vent hood. Diluted reducing 

agents were pumped at certain rates into solutions 

containing dissolved silver and copper 

compounds, and dispersing agents with water as 

the solvent. Experiments were then adapted to 

determine the most effective reducing agent. 

Alternative dispersant combinations were tested, 

as well as rapid addition in contrast to continuous 

addition over various intervals. Further 

experimentation was conducted to determine 

appropriate combinations of dispersants. The 

reaction was then adapted to a continuous process 

on a larger scale for more experiments.
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Results

Conclusions
A highly pure silver particle was achieved through 

a rapid, continuous product with a high yield and 

low organic content. The rapid continuous process 

with a high yield means that a large amount of 

material will be able to be produced rapidly. The 

low organic content means that costs will be low, 

and processing will be easier, with little or no 

hydrolysis. The product may also be more 

conducive to certain applications with less organic 

content. Further experimentation should be 

performed to determined the most appropriate 

dispersant or combination of dispersants to 

expedite processing while retaining sufficient 

characteristics for application.
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Figure 2. An existing reactor was equipped 

with a modified input nozzle that allowed for 

the reaction of solutions prior to being 

intorduced to the reactor

For further information
Please contact ingargiola.m@husky.neu.edu. 

Information for purchasing related products or to 

request further information on similar precious 

metal powder or flake products can be found at 

http://www.technic.com/engineered-powders.  

Development of metallic powders for electronic application

Figure 1. SEM image at 

20 kx of silver spherical 

particles produced from 

quenching material after 1 

minute of the continuous 

reaction 

Figure 3. Lab scale experiments to determine appropriate 

reducing agent. Reducing agent B at 50% excess was the best 

suited.

Figure 4. Determination of most efficient dispersants. The 

combination of dispersants was most effective in keeping 

the particles dispersed.

Figure 5. and 6. Effect of addition way. The rapid addition 

promoted a rapid reaction leading to the formation of spheres 

because that is the lowest energy formation, which nature 

prefers.

Figure 6. Increasing concentration of dispersants by a factor 

of 4. The increase in concentration of the dispersants allowed 

for the dispersant to be more effective

After the determination of ideal reducing agents, dispersants, 

and dispersant concentration, the reaction was scaled up to 

the reactor seen in figure 2. Volumes of reactants, reactant 

solutions, and addition times were varied to suit the new 

experimental set up.

Figure 7. First continuous reaction with ideal concentration 

of dispersant A. Sample A was taken at the ideal time, and 

quenched to retain morphology.

Figure 8. Physical and chemical data show that the 

submicron particles were highly uniform, while maintaining 

a high tap density with high surface area. The product was 

also very pure.

Figure 9. Reduction of dispersant A resulted in similar results 

in the early sample, but led to more agglomeration at later 

samples.

Figure 10. Removal of dispersant B causes particles to 

agglomerate more readily, howver, there is unifrom 

agglomeration

Figure 11. Varying concentrations of surfactant A show 

that particle growth increases with concentration, but 

agglomeration decreases.  
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